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Training Effective Altruism
Prosociality affects a wide range of decisions–public goods provision,

contract enforcement, management of commons, government efficiency

(Knack and Keefer 1997; La Porta et al. 1997; Fehr and Gächter 2002; Ostrom et al. 2002; Henrich et al. 2004;

Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales 2009; Cooper and Kagel 2015; Burks et al. 2016)

prosociality increased with 1-year of mentoring (Falk et al. JPE 2018) (N = 180)

social cohesion increased with 3-hr/wk teaching (Alan et al. QJE 2021) (N = 80)

early childhood intervention (Heckman et al. AER 2013) (N = 123)

What are scaleable best practices?

training high-stake decision-makers in benefits of
soft-skills/social skills increases their
soft-skills/social skills

I Effective Altruism (Peter Singer)
I Highlight utilitarianism to cultivate prosociality

“most influential philosopher alive” (Quartz, 2019)
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Training Effective Altruism
Personnel economics of the state (Finan, Olken, and Pande 2017)

selection

incentives

monitoring
soft skills (Deming QJE 2017)

emphasizing utility of soft skills facilitates their
putting themselves in another shoes
(perspective-taking)

Psychologists call this "Theory of Mind"

Economists call this "Degree of Strategic Reasoning"
I Measurement of human mental processes in a competitive interactive

setting with the “beauty contest” game (Nagel AER 1995)

I Investigates whether and how a player’s mental processing incorporates
the thinking process of others (in games akin to “rock-paper-scissors”)

I High performance is associated with neural activity in the medial
prefrontal cortex, successful mentalizing. (Coricelli et al. PNAS 2009)
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Preview
Training about benefits of soft skills increases

1) prosocial behavior in lab and field
0.4-0.6 SD = effects of year-long mentoring program (Falk et al. 2018)

2) blood donations, only when blood type is told

effective altruism

3) coordination, cooperation, honesty, and theory of mind

soft skills

4) orphanage visit, empathy book, grades on soft skills

empathy, conflict management, negotiation

rule of law, preventing corruption

5) language of “we” social media

social cohesion

Horse-race against Carol Dweck (malleability of the self)
Interpret results through self-image models (Benabou-Tirole 2011)
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Pakistan Civil Service

Future advisors to the President, Prime Minister, cabinet ministers,
governors and police chiefs.

“key wheels on which the entire engine of the state runs” (Central
Superior Services, 2019)

Select 1.5% of test-takers
I 14,521 candidates => 213 qualified (Feb 2019)

Mandatory attendance and high-stakes
I Newly inducted civil servants
I All emails sent by Director of Civil Service Academy (CSA)
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Work with CSA

The Pakistan civil service is interested in teaching empathy to elite
civil servants (250 selected out of 15000 test-takers annually).

Empathy vs. power lectures impacted survey responses (in a list experiment)

February pilot in-person

October by zoom (randomize at the individual-level)
I Outcomes measured from Nov-Feb
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Treatment Conditions
Before the first workshop

Utilitarian x Malleability x Both x Control

Four treatments via a non-shareable / non-downloadable link
scripted videos sent using oTree
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Measurement of Outcomes

1-4 months later



Utilitarian
What is empathy

Puzzle: most profitable firms rank highly in empathy
I Is cut throatiness not going to get you more profits?
I Empathy can boost profit
I Employees and employers with soft skills navigate complex

relationships, satisfy client needs, and maintain employee trust and
motivation

I Every new hire is trained in a “Google Empathy Lab”
I Employees put on virtual reality goggles and practice their

perspective-taking or empathy
I The employees are encouraged to take the perspective of homeless

person and "see the world from the standpoint of the less fortunate"
I So 21st century companies like Google may be investing in empathy to

improve their profits.

Qualitative and quantitative evidence backs the idea that empathy is
beneficial.
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Malleability (Dweck 2006; Weisz and Zaki 2017)

What is empathy

Empathy is changeable and can be influenced over time
I Researchers gave virtual reality goggles to people and made them take

perspective of others (e.g. see the lives through the eyes of homeless
people and beggars)

I The level of empathy they showed to others increased both in surveys
as well as high-stake decisions

Qualitative and quantitative evidence backs the idea that empathy is
not fixed but malleable. It is a skill that can be developed.

growth mindset (Yeager et al. Nature 2019)

self-image (Benabou-Tirole JPE 2004; AER 2006; QJE 2011)

Malleability does not have an effect in this framework because behavior tells me about my identity

. . . in malleability your behavior is not informative about your identity/prosociality
since there is no such thing as prosocial as prosocial is malleable
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Utilitarian and Malleability

U(a) = (v + y)a + µE(x | a)
v: prosocial identity

y: extrinsic payoff

µ: agents’ weight on perceptions

E(x | a) : perception of prosocial identity

Utilitarian training emphasized private benefits of empathy
Malleability training emphasized malleable nature of empathy

a ; E(x | a)
Structure and transcript similar

I Narratives about public figures
I Quantitative evidence from scientific articles
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Roadmap for measurement

Training about benefits of soft skills increases

1) prosocial behavior in lab and field

2) blood donations, only when blood type is told

effective altruism

3) coordination, cooperation, honesty, and theory of mind

soft skills

4) orphanage visit, empathy book, grades on soft skills

empathy, conflict management, negotiation

rule of law, preventing corruption

5) language of “we” in social media

social cohesion

pause for questions
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Measurement (Lab & Admin Data)
Sutter, Zoller, Glätzle-Rützler 2019

I 11 behavioral games
I Book choice

Blood donations from prominent blood bank
I volunteers made urgent truthful requests
I their particular blood type vs. no explicit mention
I unique COVID survey on blood type
I “Blood is urgently needed at the blood bank”
I “Blood for group O negative is urgently needed at the blood bank”

F effective altruist responds to latter
F altruist would respond to both

Orphanage Visit
I Syndicate field trip at the conclusion of Common Training Program

(three months after our intervention)
I Visit prominent orphanage (Dar-ul-Aman)

OR attend lecture/field site of senior bureaucrat

Public Sector Management grades
I Conflict management, negotiation, leadership, rule of law, preventing corruption
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Altruism

“dictator” voluntarily send money without clear benefit (Kahneman et al. 1986)



Charity

“charity” game (Bettinger and Slonim 2006)



Cooperation



Coordination



Theory of Mind

“Guessing game” (Nagel 1995)



Book Choice (lottery)



Public Sector Management Syllabus



Specification

U, M and UM
Barcharts show raw data
Regressions add all controls available from administrative data.

I ability (written and interview test scores)
I demographics (gender, income, age, years of education)
I birth in political capitals, asset ownership, foreign visits and

occupational designations
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U ↑ 6 percentage points

12% higher than placebo mean
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Impact on Blood Donation

U ↑ 25 percentage points

80% higher than placebo mean
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Signpost

Training about benefits of soft skills increases

1) prosocial behavior in lab and field

2) blood donations, only when blood type is told

effective altruism

3) coordination, cooperation, honesty, and theory of mind

soft skills

4) orphanage visit, empathy book, grades on soft skills

empathy, conflict management, negotiation

rule of law, preventing corruption

5) language of “we” in social media

social cohesion
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Beyond Altruism

Does soft skills training improve
I cooperation, coordination, and theory of mind
I measured in strategic dilemmas?
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Impact on Cooperation

U ↑ 14 percentage points
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Impact on Coordination

U ↑ 5 percentage points
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U ↑ 5 percentage points



Impact on Honesty

Each bar reports the average of self-reported die rolls



Impact on Theory of Mind

U ↑ 11 percentage points

>100% higher than placebo mean of 9%
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Interpretation & Robustness

Standardized
I to 0 mean 1 std to compare with education benchmarks
I 0.4-0.6 SD = effects of year-long mentoring program

Attrition
I 100% compliance to treatment
I 8 did not answer blood bank phone calls
I (but balanced)
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Other Mechanisms?

Does soft skills training affect
I fairness
I patience
I grit
I ...
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I fairness
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No



Robust to Multiple Hypothesis Tests

False Discovery Rate (FDR) q-values (Anderson et al., 2008)

Huber-White standard errors (Muralidharan et al. 2019)



Mechanisms



Recap

Training about benefits of soft skills increases

1) prosocial behavior in lab and field

2) blood donations, only when blood type is told

effective altruism

3) coordination, cooperation, honesty, and theory of mind

soft skills

4) orphanage visit, empathy book, grades on soft skills

empathy, conflict management, negotiation

rule of law, preventing corruption

5) language of “we” in social media

social cohesion

Not significant: grit, patience, competition, redistribution, risk, trust
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Interpretation

training high-stake decision-makers in benefits of
soft-skills/social skills increases their
soft-skills/social skills

I altruism, blood donations, cooperation, coordination

emphasizing utility of soft skills facilitates their
putting themselves in another shoes
(perspective-taking)

I theory of mind, empathy choice, orphanage visit, soft skills grades

I learning, not just priming

I altruism, not just fairness
I effective altruism, not just altruism
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I False news
I (Does perspective taking increase truthiness)
I Does it affect who they follow?

Impact of learning causal inference
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Long-Term Correlates of Prosociality & Rule Compliance



.. or Impact of Covid
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Attrition in Blood Donations



Concluding remarks

Utilitarian version of empathy training yielded
I Similar effect size as year-long mentoring program (Kosse et al., 2020)

Improves pro-social behavior
I Altruism and charitable donations

coordination, cooperation, honesty, theory of mind in strategic
dilemmas

I Skills essential for teamwork

Increases blood donations (for matching blood type)
I Effective altruism

Increased longer-term empathy
I Book choice
I Orphanage visits
I Higher grades on soft skills
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